GREAT MOMENTS SCAVENGER HUNT
Hint: To help you find the answers, use the guide map found at the end of the Great Moments section.

HONDA NHL ZONE
1. Wayne Gretzky is considered to be one of the greatest to ever play the game. Locate the
display with a number created from stacked pucks. What does this number represent?

2. There are some NHL teams that have been in the league for more than fifty years, while
others haven’t been so fortunate. What are two reasons contributing to the folding of NHL
teams? (Hint: Check the NHL Retro display)

3. In 9 & 99: The Howe • Gretzky Exhibition, locate Gordie Howe’s Detroit Red Wings jacket.
How old was Gordie when he received it and how did he get it?

MONTREAL CANADIENS DRESSING ROOM
4. a. As you walk into the Montreal Canadiens Dressing Room, you’ll notice the photos of
many players who have been honoured for their contribution to the game of hockey. What
famous passage is written on the wall with the portraits of the team’s greatest players?
Discuss why this passage would be written on a dressing room wall:
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b. Compare and contrast the equipment. How are the older sets different from the newer sets?
List reasons for why these changes may have occurred.

STANLEY CUP DYNASTIES
5. The Edmonton Oilers are an official dynasty. In 1990, they defeated the Boston Bruins in a
five-game final to mark their fifth Stanley Cup championship in seven seasons. What artifact
is on display from this Stanley Cup series?

6. Winning the Stanley Cup is the highest honour an NHL team can receive. The road to this
endeavour requires hard work, endurance and dedication. With every team aimed towards
the same goal, it becomes very difficult to achieve once, let alone multiple times. Which
team won the Stanley Cup an incredible five consecutive times?

HOMETOWN HOCKEY
7. Women’s hockey has continued to increase in popularity and has become quite competitive,
but it has been around for some time. In the 1930s and 1940s, a women’s team, the Preston
Rivulettes, dominated the hockey scene with a phenomenal record that teams even today
cannot match. With interest so high, a national trophy has been adopted for the Women’s
Senior A level. Name the woman after whom the trophy is dedicated.
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8. a. What Hockey Hall of Fame coach and general manager was the Central Hockey League
championship trophy named after?

b. Why was he bestowed this honour?

9. Passion for the game of hockey has no bounds. Where individuals are unable to physically
play the game of ice hockey, determination satisfies their desire to play. This case in point
is seen in Sledge Hockey, where players unable to walk can still get on the ice and shoot the
puck. What do these players have on the end of their sticks that allows them to move down
the ice? (Hint: Check the ‘Changing Face of Hockey Diversity in Our Game’ display)

THE MASK PRESENTED BY IMPORTS DRAGON
10. In this display, you will find a variety of goalie masks from various time points in the
history of our game. Select a mask and describe the possibilities for aesthetic and design
choices. Consider colour, placement, iconography, symbol, etc.

TISSOT WORLD OF HOCKEY
11. The European-style jersey provides a striking contrast to the North American jerseys. What
is the major difference you would see on a European club team jersey that you would not
see on a typical NHL jersey? Which do you prefer and why?
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ESSO GREAT HALL
12. Locate the display of NHL rings. Select your favourite ring and record the team:
_________________________, the year: __________________________ and why it’s your
favourite in the collection:

13. There are many trophies that honour hockey’s greatest players. What achievements do these
trophies represent?
a. Frank J. Selke Trophy

b. Maurice ‘Rocket’ Richard Trophy

c. Georges Vezina Trophy

14. Who won the Stanley Cup the year that you were born? Describe some of the features of
the engraving (scratches, names, etc.).
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GREAT MOMENTS GUIDE MAP
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